(54) Title: WATER-RESISTANT ELASTIC EXPLOSIVE MATERIAL

(57) Abstract

Explosive material consisting of one or several self-detonating explosives, such as PETN, HMX, TNT or RDX, desensitized by wax or water and one or several inert materials. The invention is characterized in that the inert material or a part thereof consists of a rubber of the type silicone rubber or latex rubber, which inert material constitutes matrix or binding agent, and that components comprised after being mixed together constitute a compound, which can be cast, extruded or rolled-out.
Water-resistent elastic explosive material

This invention relates to a water-resistent elastic explosive material.

It is known that explosive materials containing a self-detonating explosive, as for example PETN, HMX, RDX or TNT, can be manufactured with casting plastics as matrix.

The manufacture of these so-called PBX-explosives, however, is expensive and complicated, due to the fact, that the self-detonating explosives must be added in sensitized state, because the curing process of the plastic material is affected considerably by existing desensitizing agents, such as wax, oil or water.

Owing to their high sensitivity and the risks associated therewith, the handling of sensitized explosives is complicated and requires special premises and special equipment, which limits the rate of production.

The mouldable plastics, as a rule, are per se injurious to health and, therefore, require effective protective equipment. When the temperature in the cast compound is not kept under accurate control, local temperature increases can be so high that the explosive reacts, resulting in an explosion. The PBX-explosives at their detonation or combustion also yield products which are injurious to health or corrosive.

Explosive material according to the present invention can be manufactured and used without the aforesaid disadvantages and risks.

One desire is to be able to work with desensitized explosives. It is, however, not possible to use mouldable plastics as matrix material when the desensitizing agent is, for example, oil or wax, because such plastics solve the desensitizing agent. Water can also be used as desensitizing agent, but for example water-desensit-
IZED PENTYL TOGETHER WITH A Mouldable PLASTIC GIVES RISE TO A SUBSTANTIAL INCREASE IN VOLUME.

THE PRESENT INVENTION, HOWEVER, renders IT POSSIBLE TO WORK WITH DESSENSITIZED EXPLOSIVES IN ORDER TO PRODUCE A WATER-RESISTANT AND ELASTIC EXPLOSIVE MATERIAL.

THE PRESENT INVENTION, THEREFORE, relates TO AN EXPLOSIVE MATERIAL CONSISTING OF ONE OR SEVERAL SELF-DETONATING EXPLOSIVES DESSENSITIZED WITH WAX OR WATER, SUCH AS PETN, HMX, TNT OR RDX, AND ONE OR SEVERAL INERT MATERIALS, AND IS CHARACTERIZED, IN THAT THE INERT MATERIAL OR A PART THEREOF CONSISTS OF A RUBBER OF THE TYPE SILICONE RUBBER OR LATEX RUBBER, WHICH INERT MATERIAL CONSTITUTES MATRIX OR BINDING AGENT, AND THAT COMPONENTS COMPRISED AFTER THEIR MIXING TOGETHER CONSTITUTE A COMPOUND, WHICH CAN BE CAST, EXTRUDED OR ROLLED-OUT.

AS MATRIX AND BINDING AGENT, THUS, EITHER SILICONE RUBBER OR LATEX RUBBER CAN BE USED. BOTH THESE MATERIALS ARE INNOCUOUS TO ENVIRONMENT, NON-TOXIC AND DO NOT GIVE RISE TO DANGEROUS TEMPERATURE INCREASES AT CURING.

THEY ARE ENTIRELY INERT IN RELATION TO EXPLOSIVES SUCH AS PETN, TNT, HMX OR RDX. AT CASTING WITH SILICONE RUBBER OR LATEX, FOR EXAMPLE, WAX-DESENSITIZED PETN CAN BE USED.

AT CASTING WITH LATEX ALSO WATER-DESENSITIZED EXPLOSIVES CAN BE USED. LATEX RUBBER, HOWEVER, IS RESTRICTED TO THE CASTING OF THIN LAYERS, BECAUSE IT MUST BE POSSIBLE THAT WATER EVAPORATES AT THE CURING. LAYERS OF GREATER THICKNESS, HOWEVER, CAN BE OBTAINED BY STACKING OR WINDING SEVERAL CURED THIN LAYERS ONE UPON THE OTHER. IN THE CASE OF SILICONE AS WELL AS LATEX RUBBER FURTHER ADDITIONS CAN BE MADE, FOR EXAMPLE METAL POWDER FOR ADJUSTING THE DENSITY OR MICRO-SPHERES OF PLASTIC OR GLASS FOR CONTROLLING THE INITIATING CAPACITY.
Some examples of explosive material according to the invention are described in the following.

**Example 1**

The following ingredients were weighed out and mixed:

- 37.6% wax-desensitized PETN (7% wax)
- 15% iron powder
- 6.4% micro-spheres of glass
- 41% silicone rubber

The mixture was cast in moulds to 25 mm layers. The solidified explosive bodies detonated with the rate 7800 m/s.

**Example 2**

The following ingredients were weighed out and mixed:

- 87% wax-desensitized PETN
- 13% latex

The mixture was cast to layer thickness 3 mm. Strips of 16 mm width were initiated with detonator cap and detonated with the rate 7800 m/s.

**Example 3**

A mixture according to Example 1 was cast to 3 mm layers. A stack of five strips, 16 mm wide, was detonated with a rate of 3500 m/s.

**Example 4**

A mixture of:

- 43% water-desensitized HMX
- 13.7% iron powder
- 5.9% micro-spheres of glass

The mixture was cast on gauze to a web of 3 mm thickness and after casting was covered by an additional gauze.

The gauze was intended as mechanical reinforcement. Five strips of 50 mm width were stacked upon each other and
initiated. The detonation rate was measured to be 3400 m/s. When another strip of 50 mm width was wound five turns one upon the other about a cardboard pipe of 100 mm diameter and detonated, the same detonation rate was obtained.

It is, thus, possible to manufacture explosive material with rubber of silicone or latex type in a simple way, which material has different thicknesses and properties. Charges of the type manufactured according to the formula in Example 1 above have proved to readily detonate at a water depth of 450 m, immersed into a water-filled mine. Even charges, which had been lying immersed during the period of one month, could be detonated without problem.

According to a preferred embodiment, the inert material consists, as mentioned, in addition to said rubber of a metal powder and/or hollow micro-spheres of glass or plastic.

According to another preferred embodiment, a mechanical reinforcement of a fabric, wires or fibres of textile material or glass fibres is located cast-in in the explosive material.

The inventor has discovered by experiments, that at explosive material containing latex rapid solidification on the surface can take place when the material is brought into contact with acetone or alcohol. Strings with a diameter of 7 mm, for example, were extruded down into a bath of acetone. Due to the surface solidification, the strings became so manageable that they could be wound on a drying reel: This condition facilitates substantially a mass production of the explosive material.

According to a preferred embodiment, therefore, the explosive material is made so that, when the matrix or binding agent consists of latex, a rapid solidific-
ation of the surface of the explosive material has taken place by the effect of a coagulating liquid such as acetone or alcohol.
Claims

1. Explosive material consisting of one or several self-detonating explosives, such as PETN, HMX, TNT or RDX, desensitized with wax or water and one or several inert materials, characterized in that the inert material or a part thereof consists of a rubber of the type silicone rubber or latex rubber, which inert material constitutes matrix or binding agent, and that components comprised after being mixed together constitute a compound, which can be cast, extruded or rolled-out.

2. Explosive material as defined in claim 1, characterized in that the inert material in addition to said rubber consists of a metal powder and/or hollow micro-spheres of glass or plastic.

3. Explosive material as defined in claim 1 or 2, characterized in that a mechanical reinforcement of a fabric, wires or fibres of textile material or glass fibres is located cast-in in the explosive material.

4. Explosive material as defined in claim 1,2 or 3, in cases when the matrix or binding agent consists of latex, characterized in that a rapid solidification of the surface of the explosive material has taken place by the effect of a coagulating liquid, such as acetone or alcohol.
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